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a II. kategória tanulói részére (  szint) 
 

 
 

 

 
Kedves Versenyző! 
 
A dolgozat feladatlapból (hallás utáni és olvasott szövegértésből, kulturális és 
civilizációs, nyelvhelyességi, szókincs-, valamint íráskészség feladatból) és 
válaszlapból áll. Figyelmesen olvass el minden feladatot! Dolgozhatsz a 
feladatlapon, majd a megoldásokat másold át a válaszlapra! Csak a 
válaszlapon jelölt megoldások értékelhetők. A válaszlapon javítás nem 
fogadható el. Azoknál a nyelvhelyességi (Use of English) feladatoknál, ahol 
szavakat kell beírni, csak a tökéletes helyesírással írt megoldások fogadhatók el. 
 
A feladatok megoldásához szótár nem használható. 
 
Rendelkezésre álló idő: 3 óra (180 perc) 
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 This is the listening component of the seventh Ábrahám Örzse National English 

Competition. You will hear an account of the life of a famous actor, Bud Spencer. Your 
task is to choose A, B or C to complete the sentences below. First, you will have some time 
to study the task. Then, you will hear the recording twice with a short pause between them. 
Finally, you will have some time to finalise your answers on the answer sheet. 

 

1. At university Bud Spencer … . 
A) majored in cinematography 
B) pursued legal studies 
C) was involved in sporting activities 

2. He later became involved in ... . 
A) acting 
B) acting and producing 
C) acting, producing and directing 

3. He proved to be the fastest swimmer in 
the 100-metre freestyle … . 
A) in his homeland, Italy 
B) in the Helsinki Olympic Games 
C) in the Melbourne Olympic Games 

4. His first encounter with Terence Hill 
occurred … . 
A) before 1967 
B) in 1967 
C) after 1967 

 
 

5. The idea to change their names came 
from … . 
A) Bud Spencer 
B) Terence Hill 
C) the film director 

6. Bud Spencer’s name came from … . 
A) the name of a beverage 
B) the name of an actor 
C) both 

7. He learnt to fly … . 
A) airplanes 
B) helicopters 
C) both airplanes and helicopters 

8. He never wished to be ... . 
A) pursuing a career in ballet dancing. 
B) a ballet dancer or a jockey. 
C) a ballet dancer, a jockey or a political figure. 

9. Among his descendants were five … . 
A) children 
B) grandchildren 
C) great-grandchildren 

Source: https://www.5percangol.hu 

 Choose A, B, C or D related to fields from the Old Testament and Great Britain. 

10. Who were Moses' parents? 
A) Amram and Jochebed  B) Amram and Miriam 
C) Nadab and Jochebed  D) Nadab and Hannah 

11. Who were Moses' older siblings? 
A) Aaron and Eleazar   B) Aaron and Miriam 
C) Eleazar and Miriam  D) Eleazar and Mishael 

12. When Moses had grown up, an incident occurred that forced him to flee from Egypt. 
What was it? 
A) It became known that Moses was really a Hebrew instead of an Egyptian. 
B) Moses was accused of stealing sheep from an Egyptian. 
C) Moses killed an Egyptian. 
D) Moses had a dream in which the Lord told him to flee from Egypt. 
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13. What was Moses' occupation while in exile? 
A) a farmer  B) a priest  C) a shepherd  D) a tentmaker 

14. Who were Moses' sons? 
A) Gershom and Eliezer  B) Izhar and Zicri 
C) Korah and Nepheg   D) Mishael and Elzaphan 

15. When is Guy Fawkes Night celebrated? 
A) 31st October B) 1st November C) 2nd November D) 5th November 

16. What do many people wear on Remembrance Day in memory of people who died? 
A) forget-me-nots B) violets  C) poppies  D) carnations 

17. What is the name of the red line on the London underground map? 
A) Northern line B) Central line  C) Circle line  D) District line 

18. In which part of the UK do people speak the Scouse accent? 
A) London  B) Newcastle  C) Liverpool  D) Birmingham 

19. Which of these people was not a British Prime Minister? 
A) Clement Atlee B) Harold Macmillan C) Winston Churchill D) John Maynard Keynes 

20. In which part of the UK do people speak with a Cockney accent? 
A) London  B) Wales  C) Manchester  D) Liverpool 

Sources: https://www.christianbiblereference.org/cgi-bin/web_quiz1.pl?Moses_I.txt&0; 
https://www.ihlondon.com/British-Quiz  

 You are going to read a magazine article. Six sentences have been removed from the 

article. Choose from the sentences A-H the one which fits each gap (21-27). There is 
ONE EXTRA sentence which you do not need to use. There is an example at the 
beginning (0). 

Jane Thomas, together with her husband Clive, returned to Britain after nearly 30 years of living 
abroad with wonderful memories. (0) __I__ Determined to use them rather than just keep them 
in a box or throw them out. Jane made a shell mirror for her bathroom. This was very much 
admired by friends and neighbours who came to visit her. (21) _____ That was two years ago. Jane 
now runs her own small mirror-making business. She buys shells from all over the world through 
a wholesale company and has converted a spare bedroom in her house into an office-with-studio. 
(22) _____ 
 
A local carpenter makes frames for her and a glazier then fits the glass inside. Jane does everything 
else herself: the design, the initial painting of the frame and then the final making up. (23) _____ 
Clive is a banker and was able to advise Jane on deciding how much money should be invested 
when she decided to set up the business. Around £ 3000 was spent on shells alone. (24) _____ 
Jane’s main problem was knowing how to market her work more widely. Local shops could only 
sell a small number because once they had added their profit margin, the mirrors became rather 
expensive. However, Jane has now made contact with another company that makes and sells 
mirrors of a different type. (25) _____ At such events, the right sort of people get to see the 
mirrors and can order them directly. 

https://www.christianbiblereference.org/cgi-bin/web_quiz1.pl?Moses_I.txt&0
https://www.ihlondon.com/British-Quiz
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Venturing into other areas, Jane plans to approach restaurants and hotels directly as she thinks her 
mirrors might be attractive to them. She has also taken a website on the Internet. (26) _____ It 
means Jane doesn’t have the expense of travelling around with her range of mirrors in the back of 
the car. Jane reckons it will take another year before her business starts to make money. (27) _____ 
She would like to employ someone to help her with the administration and preparation of the 
frames, for example, which would allow her to devote more time to the artistic side. 
 
A) Together they can afford to take stands at 
specialist exhibitions and craft fairs. 

B) This represents about one week’s work 
and each mirror brings in anything between 
£ 100 and £ 400 for the business. 

C) As Jane discovered, it’s a good idea to find 
a company willing to sell goods on your 
behalf. 

D) Before long, she was being asked to make 
mirrors for other people. 

E) But it didn’t end there, Jane also had to 
think about equipment such as the heavy-

duty boxes needed to send the mirrors 
abroad. 

F) She works there, surrounded by shells of 
every shape and colour and the other 
materials needed to make the mirrors. 

G) Once this happens, she feels she will be 
able to concentrate on the side of the 
business she enjoys. 

H) This is a very economical way of selling. 

I) She also brought back a huge collection of sea shells 
collected from beaches around the Indian Ocean.

Source: https://www.tsu.ge/data/file_db/faculty_social_political/B2-nimushi.pdf 
 

 Read the text below. For each paragraph (28-35), choose the most suitable heading 

from the list (A-I) which follows. There is ONE EXTRA heading you do not need to use. 

 
A) Some countries do not do as much as 
others 
B) Publicity may encourage green attitudes 
C) Some people take a lot of trouble 
D) Pollution is all around us 

E) Government action is essential 
F) Wildlife suffers 
G) A heavy price paid for economic success 
H) Possible to take being Green to extremes 
I) The end of civilised society 

 
28 ______ 
Possibly, in Europe, one person in ten has turned green. No wonder. You would have to lead a 
sheltered life not to be aware of the garbage in the air, on the land, and in the sea. Take the Adriatic 
coast of Italy where, all night long, the slime and the scum lap the moonlit beaches. At dawn, the 
shore is covered in a thick brown-green gunge. Dump trucks roar into action, and the splodge is 
collected and taken away, but by early afternoon, it has again started to drift inshore. The sludge is 
killing fish, clams and mussels. It is killing the tourist business, too. 
 
29 ______ 
Where does it come from? For years, nitrates and phosphates and God knows what other chemicals 
have been dumped into the Adriatic. As Italy’s economic miracle has worked its wonders, the 
industry of the Po valley has had its effluent combine with rising temperatures in the sea to produce 
a thick algae. The result is economic disaster for the tourist industry: 3,000 hotels, 26,000 villas and 
800 restaurants take a lot of filling. One politician suggested the building of swimming pools. 
 

https://www.tsu.ge/data/file_db/faculty_social_political/B2-nimushi.pdf
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30 ______ 
Whatever may be happening south of the Alps, there is little doubt that Britain remains the least 
green country in Northern Europe. The average Britain does not sort as much garbage for 
recycling, does less to conserve energy, rarely votes on green issues, and only began driving on 
unleaded petrol once there was a tax incentive. Britain is probably about five years behind the 
leaders. 

31 ______ 
West Germany is ahead. The Greens are a real political threat there, so the government has been 
forced to deal with their issues. In German supermarkets, shoppers choose the green-friendly and 
the not-nasty. Fly-sprays are exchanged for old-fashioned fly-papers. A Green householder will 
have two dustbins, one for normal rubbish, and one for paper which is taken to be recycled. Glass 
goes into a special container down the road, and used batteries are taken to special collecting-
points. 

32 ______ 
But if the German consumer takes his Greenness seriously, the American has elevated it to an art 
form. It is no longer a simple matter of separating the bottles from the chicken bones, and picking 
out the First Certificate 000-2 ©1998EnglishTeaching Systems lettuce leaves for the compost heap. 
In offices, workers have lines of colour-coded wastepaper baskets, one for white paper with glue, 
one for white paper without glue, one for coloured paper, and yet more baskets for other types of 
rubbish. Trash Police are employed to report on Garbage Louts. 

33 ______ 
The science of garbology has taken hold. It has an official magazine, entitled, of course, Garbage. 
It lifts the lid on garbage for the common man. Its first print run of 100,000 was sold out with 
days. The magazine has a Garbage Index with lots of information for the fact-hungry. Americans 
throw away 1.6 billion ball-point pens every year, as well as two billion razor blades and 250 million 
car tyres. Greens are recommended to read the Los Angeles Times, 83 per cent of which is printed 
on recycled paper, rather than The Washington Post, none of which is. 

34 ______ 
Out on America’s beaches, there is another problem: sixty per cent of the rubbish washed up on 
the beach is plastic. To keep the floating rubbish from reaching New York, the US Army Corps of 
Engineers uses skimmers to lift debris from the water. One result of the plastic garbage is dead 
fish. A rare three-metre-long beaked whale was washed ashore on Long Island. After a post 
mortem, scientists concluded that the animal had starved to death, its stomach blocked by plastic 
carrier bags. 

35 ______ 
On a larger scale, Western consumption patterns are wrecking the ozone layer over the Antarctic 
and destroying the Brazilian rain forest. Power stations in Britain are killing trees in Norway. 
Today’s central heating will produce tomorrow’s global warming, and the flooding of low-level 
lands the day after. These problems are too large to be left to the individual. They are probably too 
large to be left to the Greens. According to the British Green Manifesto, “Conservation must 
replace consumption as the driving force of our economy. Green politics is about `enough’, not 
about `more and more’ nuclear power stations are extremely dangerous. We want to see them 
phased out quickly. The growth of air traffic over Europe is unnecessary.” 
 

Source: https://www.learninginstitute.ch/pdfs/fce-reading-uebungen-tests-98.pdf 
 
 
 

https://www.learninginstitute.ch/pdfs/fce-reading-uebungen-tests-98.pdf
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 Read the text and complete the task that follows. For sentences 36-42, choose A, B, C 

or D for the most appropriate answer. 

Sierra Leone is a small African country whose people are still suffering from the effects of a violent 
civil war that lasted for eleven years. Now, some years after the end of the war, a group of civilians 
are taking control of their lives and building a better future - with cocoa. 

Before the war, cocoa, a local crop used to make chocolate, was usually sold to foreign traders. 
Unfortunately, these traders often tricked local people into selling their cocoa for ridiculously low 
prices; therefore, ensuring a huge profit for themselves. For example, the buyers would visit villages 
during the dry months, “the hunger season”, and ‘lend’ families rice. When the cocoa crop was 
ready, the buyers would demand that the villagers give them one sack of cocoa for every sack of 
rice they had supplied. Of course, this was not a fair exchange but, with hungry families to feed 
and not knowing the world price of cocoa, the villagers were in no position to argue. 

Now some Sierra Leonean cocoa growers have started to work together and sell their cocoa 
themselves. They are learning from a cocoa co-operative in Ghana which, in one year, sold twenty 
million dollars’ worth of cocoa direct to chocolate manufacturers worldwide. 

And, most importantly, a share of the profits went straight back to the farmers. The Ghanaians 
advised the farmers from Sierra Leone to produce better quality cocoa so that they could sell it for 
a higher price. As a result, the farmers arranged to be taught good and modern agricultural 
production methods by the UN Food and Agriculture Organisation. In addition, they learnt how 
to farm without using chemical fertilisers and pesticides so their cocoa could be called organic. 

Now the Sierra Leonean farmers have achieved their dream. They have sold a shipment of their 
high-quality cocoa directly to European chocolate makers. The farmers received an above-market 
price for their cocoa beans and have used some of the profits to build storage sheds and an office. 
One village has even hired a primary school teacher for its children. 

The hard work is not over for these farmers, however. The foreign traders have a lot to lose and 
will take any opportunity to destroy the co-operative. But with the benefits of direct selling, 
improving the quality of villagers’ lives, hopefully, farmers will support the Sierra Leone co-
operative so that it will grow in strength and help provide a brighter future for local people. 

Source: https://www.elthillside.com 
36. People from Sierra Leone have ______  
A) controlled civilians’ lives for some years. 
B) decided to work towards improving their lives. 
C) suffered because their country was at war with another country. 
D) been suffering from the effects of war for eleven years. 

37. Foreign traders tricked farmers into ___  
A) buying cocoa. 
B) selling cocoa too cheaply. 
C) lending them money. 
D) taking orders for cocoa. 
 
 
 

https://www.elthillside.com/
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38. The cocoa farmers _______  
A) needed money to buy rice. 
B) were aware of world cocoa prices. 
C) argued with the foreign traders. 
D) paid for their food with cocoa. 

39. The Ghana cocoa co-operative _______  
A) made 20 million dollars’ worth of chocolate. 
B) makes sure farmers gain from their crops. 
C) is learning from the Sierra Leonean farmers. 
D) is selling high-quality cocoa to the Sierra 
Leonean farmers. 

40. Sierra Leonean farmers improved _____  
A) the UN Food and Agriculture 
Organisation's teaching methods. 
B) the quality of their crops. 
C) the Chemical pesticides used on their crops. 

D) the UN Food and Agriculture 
Organisation’s farms. 

41. A dream came true for the Sierra 
Leonean farmers when they ______  
A) built a storage shed for the chocolate 
makers. 
B) produced cocoa of the highest quality. 
C) sold the cocoa themselves. 
D) sold directly to Ghanaian chocolate makers. 

42. The foreign traders are ______  
A) working hard to improve life for farmers. 
B) happy because the farmers can sell directly 
to chocolate makers. 
C) not happy about losing control of the 
buying and selling of cocoa beans. 
D) protecting the co-operative from 
destruction. 

 Read the text on living a healthy lifestyle. Some words are missing from the text. Choose 

from the list the correct word for each gap (43-58). There are THREE EXTRA words which 
you should not use. 

affects     attacks   chemicals   cholesterol   diet   disease   doses   effects   energy   
exercise   gentle   heart   mood   physical   pressure   protect   reduce   slim   weight 

Everyone nowadays knows the benefits of (43) _________________ exercise – but scientists at 
the University of Maastricht, in the Netherlands, say the key to staying (44) _________________ 
and keeping fit is to eat less and do (45) _________________ exercise such as walking or cycling. 
People who exercise too intensively often reward themselves by spending the rest of the day in 
front of the TV set. At the same time, they have to eat more to give them 
(46) _________________ for the next workout. To avoid gaining (47) _________________, 
researchers suggest that going for a longer walk or riding a bike for a few hours may actually be 
better than high-energy exercise. 

A low-fat (48) _________________ may be good for your waistline, but research suggests it may 
have negative psychological (49) _________________. Doctors at Sheffield University have 
found out that volunteers who followed a strict twenty-five percent fat diet reported feelings of 
depressions and bad (50) _______________. 

Many of us already know that drinking coffee raises your blood (51) ______________, but 
according to the latest studies, it too, can make you bad-tempered. Mice that were given regular 
(52) _________________ of caffeine by researchers turned out to be more aggressive than others. 
On the other hand, chemicals found in tea can (53) _________________ the risk of heart 
(54) _________________ and have a positive effect on (55) _________________ levels and high 
blood pressure. 
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If you’re a chocolate fan there’s good news for you! Recent studies have revealed that 
(56) _________________ found in chocolate can not only put you in a good mood but also 
(57) _________________ you from a variety of minor illnesses including colds, coughs, 
depressions and even help reduce the risk of (58) _________________ disease. 
 

Read the following article and decide which word A, B, C, or D is missing in items 

59-73. An example (0) is done for you. 

(0) __C__ in Britain, you must never complain. Complaining is very un-British. If you are 
(59) ____ waiting half an hour in a shop, if a bus (60) ____ is rude to you, if a waiter brings your 
food ice-cold – you keep your mouth shut. The (61) ____ upper lip is the British way. Other 
nationalities might make a (62) ____, protest loudly or call for the manager, but not the British. 

Remember also that British ears are (63) ____ not tuned to hear complaints. A friend of mine was 
a regular (64) ____ at a famous and expensive London restaurant. Every day at 2p.m. and 9p.m. 
the (65) ____ manager would come out (as he had been doing for the last 37 years), go from table 
to table and (66) ____ ‘Did you enjoy your meal?’ For 37 years, hundreds of thousands of properly 
(67) ____ up English people had replied to him: ’Very much indeed.’ The man would smile, say 
‘Thank you very much’, and (68) ____ to the next table. 

One day, however, the lunch was so (69) ____ that my friend (Dutch mother, Albanian father) 
decided to tell him the naked truth. So, when the antiquated manager (70) ____ at his table as usual 
and asked, ’Did you enjoy your meal, sir?’ my friend replied: ‘(71) ____, not at all. It was appalling.’ 
To which the manager gave his (72) ____, obsequious smile, said: ‘Thank you very much, sir’, and 
moved on, quite (73) ____. 

 

(0) A To B As C When D Though 
(59) A made B kept C stayed D held 

(60) A conductor B attendant C assistant D steward 

(61) A hard B inflexible C firm D stiff 

(62) A  discussion B argument C quarrel D fuss 

(63) A simply B easily C utterly D modestly 

(64) A supporter B purchaser C customer D guest 

(65) A mature B elderly C outdated D vintage 

(66) A inquire B query C request D probe 

(67) A raised B grown C educated D brought 

(68) A motion B proceed C stride D shift 

(69) A offensive B painful C abominable D harrowing 

(70) A appeared B surfaced C descended D joined 

(71) A Sincerely B Largely C Bluntly D Frankly 

(72) A customary B average C commonplace D daily 

(73) A convinced B fulfilled C satisfied D complete 
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 For items 74-80, choose the correct answer A, B, C or D. 

 
74. You'd better take your coat ____ the weather gets worse. 
A) in case  B) otherwise  C) so that  D) in order to 

75. She did a course in confidence building ____ overcome her phobia. 
A) so that  B) in order to  C) although  D) in case 

76. He ____ a therapist for several years after he left school. 
A) has seen  B) has been seeing C) saw   D) used to seeing 

77. ____ plans you might have for the weekend, you'll have to change them. 
A) Wherever  B) Whoever  C) Whatever  D) However 

78. They ____ out for a few years before they decided to get married. 
A) had gone  B) have been going C) were going  D) had been going 

79. We wouldn't have missed the bus if you ____ to chat with Mary!  
A) didn't stop  B) hadn't stopped C) don't stop  D) wouldn't have stopped 

80. The party was so boring I wish I ____ there at all. 
A) hadn't gone  B) wouldn't go  C) haven't gone D) didn't go 
 

 Complete the blanks 81-90 with the CORRECT FORM of the words in capitals. 

A Bible museum has been forced to remove what it claimed were parts of the Dead Sea Scrolls 
after new tests discovered the fragments were likely (81) ________ (forger). The Museum of the 
Bible in Washington, D.C., had 16 fragments of what it believed to be the scrolls, which are ancient 
manuscripts of the Hebrew Bible discovered in the Qumran Caves on the West Bank between 
1947 and 1956. Thousands of fragments were found—the (82) ________ (remain) of larger 
manuscripts created between 408 B.C. and A.D. 318. 

The museum, which was opened by billionaire evangelical Steve Green in 2017 at a cost of $500 
million, decided to send five of its fragments for testing in Germany. The (83) ________ (decide) 
was made after biblical experts analysed 13 fragments and suggested there was a “high probability” 
that at least some were modern forgeries. When the results came back, curators discovered their 
artefacts showed “characteristics (84) _________ (consistent) with ancient origin,” a press release 
from the museum said. 

Jeffrey Kloha, the museum’s chief curatorial officer, explained that although “we had hoped the 
testing would render different results, this is an opportunity to educate the public on the 
importance of verifying the (85) ________ (authentic) of rare (86) _______ (Bible) artefacts, 
the elaborate testing process undertaken and our commitment to transparency. “As an educational 
institution entrusted with cultural heritage, the museum upholds and adheres to all museum and 
ethical guidelines on collection care, research and display,” Kloha added. 

Concerns about the originality of the scroll artefacts had been raised before the museum even 
opened. In 2017, CNN suggested they could be part of a fraudulent industry in which fake Dead 
Sea Scroll fragments are sold to rich evangelicals at (87) __________ (astronomy) prices. 

The Green family has had its share of controversy. In 2017, Hobby Lobby had to pay a $3 million 
fine after being accused of smuggling thousands of (88) _______ (history) artefacts out of Iraq. 
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The family is also known for its battles with President Barack Obama over (89) ________ 
(include) contraceptive measures in company health care plans. The Greens cited (90) _________ 
(religion) freedom as a reason to oppose the Obama administration’s position. 

Source: https://www.newsweek.com 

 

 In this part of the test, your task is to choose ONE of two topics given and write a 

composition of a minimum of words. The suggested maximum is  words. Use all 

the information provided, write a coherent letter and connect your ideas logically. The 

following points should be mentioned in your letter. Please write your letter ON THE 

ANSWER SHEET. 

 

LETTER A 

Write a letter to the director of a huge department store in which you compliment one of the shop 

assistants because he or she kindly and politely helped you solve a problem with a product you 

purchased in the store. 

 

 the atmosphere 

 the problem with the product 

 the shop assistant’s attitude 

 the compliment 

 

LETTER B 

You are the director of a children’s hospital in which you treat children who suffer from rare 

diseases. Your hospital is in a terrible financial situation. Write a letter to a huge company asking 

them to sponsor your hospital by donating specific equipment, medicine or furniture for the wards.  

 

 the children’s behaviour 

 the diseases 

 the financial situation 

 the hospital needs 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


